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Fiber Etch® See –Thru Curtains

Beautiful transparent designs are created with Fiber Etch Fabric Remover

Supplies Needed:

1 yard Fiber Etch Specialty Fabric, 52” wide
Fiber Etch Fabric Remover
Fusible webbing strips for hem
Dye for cotton fabric (optional)
AirPen®  for drawing (optional)

If desired, dye the fabric, following dye manufacturer's instructions.  Dry and iron.   For
designs with fine lines, spray starch and iron both sides of the fabric.

2.   Designs may be applied by stamping, line drawing, stenciling, or silk screening. 

1. Cut fabric.

Width: 1-1/2 times window width. 

Length: desired length + 2-1/2" for hems. 

Pin fabric to newsprint and follow Fiber
Etch® instructions.
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You may purchase the Fiber Etch Curtains Kit from our Web site.

Each kit includes: 
4 oz. bottle of Fiber Etch, 1 yd. Fiber Etch Fabric and a Tips & Techniques booklet. 

Stamping: Spread a thin layer of Fiber Etch
on a piece of glass.  Stamp a foam stamp onto
the Fiber Etch and then onto the fabric. 
Repeat process. 

Line Drawing:  Use the AirPen® with an
XX-Small tip to apply Fiber Etch in smooth,
continuous lines, or apply a very thin layer
directly from the bottle. 

Stenciling:  Use a foam stencil brush and
lightly  pounce the fabric with a thin layer of
Fiber Etch.  Dry Fiber Etch designs as you go
(a section at a time) with a hairdryer.

3.   Unpin fabric from paper.  Iron (on "wool" setting)
until designs are a tan "coffee with cream" color (not a
darker brown).  Rinse fabric and iron.

4.   Turn long edges under (2" for top hem, and 1/2" for
bottom  hem) and hem with strips of fusible web.  Hang
from curtain hooks or  insert rod through top hem.
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